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QUESTION 1

In which two ways can you execute the detail cycle count of LPN Detail by sku scan? (Choose two.) 

A. using "Cycle Cnt" screen with screen parameter content-count set to "sku-scan" 

B. using "Cycle count for LPN deffered/immediate updates" with screen parameter sku scan mode set to "By Sku Scan" 

C. using "Resv Nbr Cnt" screen and with screen parameter content-count set to "sku-scan" 

D. using "Cycle Cnt" screen with screen parameter content-count set to "Null" 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

Select two true statements about Group Configuration. (Choose two.) 

A. Only the RF Menu uses the concept of Groups 

B. Users can assign specific access to activities by using Group permissions 

C. Permissions come already pre-assigned to standard Groups in the system and cannot be changed 

D. Users must log out when switching Groups 

E. User can belong to multiple Groups 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

Item X has product life as 40 days and % Acceptable as 40%. You are doing receiving for your company via RF and
today is Sep. 15th, 2017. The receiving transaction that you use to receive Item X has left the screen parameter allow-
rem-exp-override blank, and has the screen parameter allow- inv-exp-override set to on. Identify two valid facts.
(Choose two.) 

A. When you communicate to the RF that the expiry date of Item X is Sep. 30th, 2017, the system will allow you to
receive it. 

B. When you communicate to the RF that the expiry date of Item X is Oct. 25th, 2017, the system will allow you to
receive it. 

C. When you communicate to the RF that the expiry date of Item X is Oct. 10th, 2017, the system will allow you to
receive it. 

D. Expiry date is the only date value that you can enter via receiving transactions, but it is optional based on the items
configuration. 

E. When you communicate to the RF that the expiry date of Item X is Oct.20th, 2017, and there\\'s an existing inventory
of Item X whose expiry date is Oct.4th, the system will allow to receive it. 
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Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two options are true if inventory is unallocated and unavailable? (Choose two.) 

A. Inventory located in a drop zone 

B. Inventory located in active location 

C. Unlocked inventory located in reserve location 

D. Inventory in locations with lock codes 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company\\'s count process has two levels: First, at the end of each quarter, the operators will need to get a list of
all the LPN numbers in every location via cycle count. Second, at the end of each month, the operators will do a spot
check for any 100 LPNs and count their content information, and to save time, they will scan each item only once and
enter the total quantity of the item marked on the inner package inside an LPN. Your company has reserve locations
only for storage and you\\'re doing the WMS Cloud configuration for the operators. 

Which two tasks should you complete? (Choose two.) 

A. Create a Cycle Cnt RF screen for the operators to use, and leave the content-count RF parameter blank. 

B. Create a Resv Nbr Cnt RF screen for the operators to use. 

C. Enable the Recount Location Detail cc_trigger. 

D. Create a Cycle Cnt RF screen for the operators to use, and set the content-count RF parameter to By Sku Qty. 

E. Create a Cycle count for LPN deferred/immediate updates RF screen for the operators to use, and set the sku-scan-
mode RF parameter to By Qty Scan. 

Correct Answer: BE 
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